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Abstract
This paper develops new methodological insights on Random Regret Minimization (RRM)
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models. It starts by showing that the classical RRM model is not scale-invariant, and that – as a
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result – the degree of regret minimization behaviour imposed by the classical RRM model
depends crucially on the sizes of the estimated taste parameters in combination with the
distribution of attribute-values in the data. Motivated by this insight, this paper makes three
methodological contributions: 1) it clarifies how the estimated taste parameters and the decision
rule are related to one another; 2) it introduces the notion of “profundity of regret”, and presents
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a formal measure of this concept; and 3) it proposes two new family members of Random Regret
Minimization models: the µRRM model, and the Pure-RRM model. These new methodological
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insights are illustrated by re-analysing 10 datasets which have been used to compare linearadditive RUM and classical RRM models in recently published papers. Our re-analyses reveal
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that the degree of regret minimizing behaviour imposed by the classical RRM model is generally
very limited. This insight explains the small differences in model fit that have previously been
reported in the literature between the classical RRM model and the linear-additive RUM model.
Furthermore, we find that on 4 out of 10 datasets the μRRM model improves model fit very
substantially as compared to the RUM and the classical RRM model.
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Introduction

The classical 1 Random Regret Minimization (RRM) model (Chorus 2010) is a regret-based
counterpart of the canonical linear-additive RUM model (McFadden 1974; Ben-Akiva and
Lerman 1985). A recent overview-paper (Chorus et al. 2014) shows that this model, since its
1

To distinguish between the RRM model proposed in Chorus (2010) and the alternative RRM-models put

forward in this paper, in the remainder of this paper we refer to the former as the classical RRM model.
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recent introduction, has been used to explain and predict a wide variety of choices within and
beyond the transportation-domain, such as departure time choices, route choices, modedestination choices, activity choices, on-line dating choices, health-related choices and policy
choices (e.g. Kaplan and Prato 2012; Thiene et al. 2012; Boeri et al. 2013; Chorus and Bierlaire
2013; Hess et al. 2014)
RRM models are built on the psychological notion that regret minimization can be an important
determinant of choice behaviour (Loomes and Sugden 1982). They postulate that decision makers
choose that alternative that provides them with minimum regret. Regret is caused by the need to
trade off attributes of alternatives during the decision making process. In the core of RRM models

r

is the so-called attribute level regret function. This function maps attribute differences – between
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a considered alternative and a competing alternative – onto regret. As a result of the convex shape
of this function RRM model postulate that the regret generated by a loss (relative to a competing
alternative’s attribute) looms larger than the rejoice (i.e. the behavioural opposite of regret)
generated by an equivalent gain (relative to a competing alternative’s attribute). As a
consequence, – unlike its RUM counterpart – RRM models feature a particular, reference-
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dependent type of semi-compensatory behaviour.

Recently, RRM research efforts are shifting from contrasting the empirical performance of the
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classical RRM model relative to the linear-additive RUM model towards exploring the theoretical
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properties of RRM models. For instance, Prato (2013) investigates how RRM models can account
for similarities across alternatives in the context of route choices; Hess et al. (2014) study the
behaviour of RRM-models under various formulations of the opt-out option in Stated Choice
experiments; Guevara et al. (in press) shows how to estimate RRM models based of sampled
choice sets; Dekker (2014) derives new insights into RRM-based VoT measures; and Dekker and
Chorus (working paper) discuss the potential and limitations of the RRM model for welfare
economic analyses.
One theoretical property of the classical RRM model that has however not yet been addressed
concerns the scale-invariance of the model. A model is scale-invariant when it takes the same
mathematical form regardless of the measurement scale employed2. This property is important in
the context of choice models as a violation of scale-invariance implies that model properties alter
2

More formally:

f  x

is scale-invariant if

f   x     f  x  , for some choice of 
2

and for all dilations
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under rescaling of its variables. This paper shows that the classical RRM model is not scaleinvariant, and discusses two important methodological implications: 1) the extent to which a
classical RRM model imposes regret minimization behaviour depends on the sizes of the
estimated taste parameters and the distribution of attribute-values in the data; and 2) the choice of
the scale parameter in the classical RRM model is consequential for the imposed choice
behaviour. Inspired by RUM modelling practices, in the classical RRM model it is standard
practice to set the scale parameter to one. However, we will show that a different choice of the
scale parameter results in a different model, as it imposes different choice behaviour. At first
sight, violation of scale-invariance may seem an undesirable model property. However, in this
paper we show that this property can actually be exploited to enhance the performance and
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flexibility of RRM models, and enrich the behavioural insights they provide.
This paper makes three methodological contributions to the RRM modelling literature, each
relating back to the scale-invariance property of the classical RRM model. The first
methodological contribution is that we clarify how the estimated taste parameters and decision
rule are related to one another. More specifically, we show that in the classical RRM model the
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size of a taste parameter does not only reflect its relative importance, but also determines the
extent to which losses (regrets) loom larger than equivalent gains (rejoices). All else being equal,
a relatively large taste parameter results in a shape of the attribute level regret function that
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implies that the regret generated by a loss looms substantially larger than the rejoice generated by
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an equivalent gain, whereas a relatively small taste parameter results in a shape of the attribute
level regret function that implies that the regret generated by a loss looms only marginally larger
than the rejoice generated by an equivalent gain. This reveals that the behaviour imposed by the
classical RRM model crucially depends on estimated taste parameters, and as such is attribute and
dataset-specific.

Building on our first methodological contribution, our second methodological contribution is that
we introduce the notion of “profundity of regret”, and present a formal measure of this concept.
The notion of profundity of regret refers to the degree of regret minimization behaviour imposed
by an RRM model. We show that the profundity of regret depends on the size of the estimated
taste parameter in combination with the distribution of attribute values in the choice set. The
proposed measure of the profundity of regret for attribute m, denoted αm, ranges from zero to one,
is easy to compute after having estimated an RRM model, and allows for comparability within
and across estimated models. Finding αm close to one indicates that – with regard to attribute m –
3

the estimated RRM model has imposed very strong regret minimization behaviour (i.e. the regret
generated by a loss looms considerably larger than the rejoice generated by an equivalent gain).
On the other hand, finding αm being close to zero indicates that the RRM model has imposed
almost no regret minimization behaviour (i.e. the regret generated by a loss looms only
marginally larger than the rejoice generated by an equivalent gain). We show that insight into the
profundity of regret is of crucial importance for the correct interpretation of estimation results of
RRM models.
The third methodological contribution of this paper – which is motivated by the observation that
in the classical RRM model the size of the scale parameter is consequential for the imposed
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behaviour – is that we propose two new family members of random regret minimization models:
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the µRRM model, and the Pure-RRM. The Pure-RRM model, henceforth abbreviated as P-RRM
model, postulates the strongest regret minimization behaviour which is possible within the RRM
modelling paradigm. The µRRM model is a generalization of the classical RRM model. It has the
scale parameter µ as an additional degree of freedom. Given that: 1) in discrete choice models the
size of the scale parameter and the size of the taste parameters are inversely related to one
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another, and 2) the size of the estimated taste parameter determines the extent to which losses
(regrets) loom larger than equivalent gains (rejoices), the µRRM model accommodates for
different shapes of the attribute level regret functions, and as such for different degrees of regret
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minimization behaviour. We show that the µRRM model has three special cases: 1) if µ is
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insignificantly different from one, then the classical RRM model (Chorus 2010) is obtained; 2) if
µ is arbitrarily large, then the resulting model does not impose random regret minimization
behaviour (hence  m  0  m ). In this special limiting case the µRRM model exhibits linearadditive RUM behaviour, i.e. it predicts exactly the same choice probabilities as the linearadditive RUM model; and 3) if µ is arbitrarily close to zero, then the resulting model is P-RRM, it
imposes what we refer to as pure random regret minimization behaviour (hence  m  1  m ).
The empirical contribution of this paper is that we illustrate these new methodological insights by
re-analysing 10 datasets which have been used to compare linear-additive RUM and classical
RRM models in recently published papers. Based on our re-analyses, a series of observations are
made. First, the profundity of regret imposed by the classical RRM model is generally found to be
very limited. This insight explains the small differences in model fit that have previously been
reported in the literature between the classical RRM model and the linear-additive RUM model
4

(e.g. Chorus et al. 2014). Second, on 4 out of 10 datasets we find very substantial improvements
in model fit when using the μRRM model as compared to the RUM, and the classical RRM
model. Third, we find substantial differences in model fit between P-RRM and RUM models
(both positive and negative). This indicates that the behaviour predicted by the classical RRM
model is typically much closer to random utility maximization behaviour than to pure random
regret minimization behaviour.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses how the classical
RRM model imposes regret minimization behaviour, and shows that the classical RRM model is
not scale-invariant. Next, Section 3 introduces the notion of profundity of regret and presents a
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measure for this concept. Section 4 proposes the µRRM and P-RRM model. After that, Section 5
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illustrates the obtained methodological insights using empirical data. Finally, Section 6 draws
conclusions and addresses directions for future research.

2

Modelling regret minimization behaviour

ng

Subsection 2.1 briefly introduces the classical RRM model. Next, subsection 2.2 focusses on the
attribute level regret function in the classical RRM model. It shows that this function – which is
in the core of the classical RRM model – is not scale-invariant, and discusses implications of this
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2.1
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finding.

The classical RRM model

RRM models postulate that when choosing, decision makers (denoted by n) try to minimize
regret. Regret is experienced when one or more non-chosen alternatives outperform the chosen
one, in terms of one or more attributes m. Overall regret is conceived to be the sum of all binary
regrets associated with the binary comparisons between a considered alternative i and its
competitor alternatives j for all attributes m.
The classical RRM model is given by equation Eq. 2-1. It is proposed by Chorus (2010) as a
smoothed approximation of the regret model proposed by Chorus et al. (2008) which makes use
of two max operators.
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m

Eq. 2-1

Inspired by the RUM modelling practice, in the classical RRM model the negative of the error
term in Eq. 2-1 is assumed i.i.d. type I Extreme Value distributed with a variance of π2/6,
resulting in the well-known and convenient closed-form logit formula for the choice probabilities,
given in Eq. 2-2.
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Eq. 2-2
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Scale-invariance of the attribute level regret function

In the heart of the classical RRM model is the attribute level regret function, Eq. 2-3. For each
binary comparison between the considered alternative i and a competing alternative j, in terms of
attribute m, this function maps attribute differences x jm  xim onto regret. Figure 2-1 plots the

ng

attribute level regret function for a positive (blue) and negative (orange) taste parameter. The
shape of this function is such that the regret generated by a loss (relative to the attribute level of
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the competing alternative) looms larger than the rejoice generated by an equivalent gain. To
illustrate this, the purple lines depict the regret and rejoice of respectively a loss and a gain of
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equivalent size. Note that the black horizontal line at y  ln  2  divides the regret and the rejoice
domains (rather than the y  0 axis). Hence, in both domains the attribute level regret function is
positive. At first sight this may seem counterintuitive. However, it should be noticed that the
absolute level of regret (or utility in a RUM framework) is irrelevant to behaviour (Train 2003).
So, the fact that the attribute level regret function still generates a regret of ln  2   0.69 when
both alternatives i and j perform equally well is irrelevant (from a choice modelling perspective3).





rm  ln 1  exp m  x jm  xim 
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Eq. 2-3

In fact, we can correct for this by subtracting ln  2  from all attribute-regrets, but – as made clear – this would not

affect choice probabilities.
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0
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Figure 2-1: The attribute level regret function
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y  ln  2 
Rejoice domain
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Now we turn to the scale-invariance of the attribute level regret function. As mentioned in the
introduction, until now it has not been noticed or mentioned in RRM-related publications that the
attribute level regret function of the classical RRM model is not scale-invariant. That is, the
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attribute level regret function changes shape under rescaling of its variables, or more formally:
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f   x     f  x  , for some choice of  and for all dilations4  .
To further illustrate this point Figure 2-2A-D depicts four attribute level regret functions which
are made using four different sizes of the taste parameter; namely β = 10, β = 1, β = 0.1, and β =
0.01. The range of the attribute differences x jm  xim is the same in each plot: between -10 and
+10. Note that this set-up implies that we rescale β instead rather than x jm  xim . While
equivalent to rescaling attribute-differences – as the product of β and x jm  xim enters the regret
function – rescaling β is more natural in the context of choice modelling.
What immediately catches the eye in Figure 2-2A-D is that the shape of the attribute level regret
function is fundamentally different in each of the four plots. It is intuitive to see why precisely
4

Note that a linear function – in contrast – is scale-invariant as it does not change shape under rescaling of variables.
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these shapes emerge, considering that rescaling the taste parameters essentially implies zooming
in or out onto a function. Hence, these are the exact four distinct shapes that attribute level regret
function can take.
Also notice – from left to right – the upward shift of the horizontal black dotted line that divides
the regret and rejoice domains (cf. Figure 2-1). This upward shift indicates that each time we
‘zoom in’ the attribute level regret function yields a smaller difference between the regret
generated by a loss and the rejoice generated by an equivalent gain. In Figure 2-2D we even see
that the black horizon line lies exactly in the middle. Hence, here the attribute level regret
function is essentially linear – implying that the regret generated by a loss looms equally large as
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the rejoice generated by an equivalent gain. In contrast, in Figure 2-2A, the divide between the
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regret and rejoice domain virtually coincides with the horizontal axis. This implies that for this
functional form of the attribute-regret function, the regret generated by a loss looms much larger
than the rejoice generated by an equivalent gain, as the latter equals virtually zero. In other words,
for this shape of the attribute level regret function, rejoice is irrelevant and regret is all that
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matters.

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Zoom in
Figure 2-2A-D: Shapes of the attribute level regret function for different sizes of the taste parameter

The fact that the attribute level regret function is not scale-invariant has far-reaching implications
for random regret modelling. It implies that in the classical RRM model the size of the taste
parameter does not only reflect the relative importance of the associated attribute, but also
determines the shape of the attribute level regret function and hence the relative importance of
regret, respectively rejoice. All else being equal, a relatively large taste parameter implies that the
attribute level regret function yields relatively strong differences between the regret generated by
8

a loss and the rejoice generated by an equivalent gain; while a relatively small taste parameter
implies that the attribute level regret function yields relatively mild differences between the regret
generated by a loss and the rejoice generated by an equivalent gain. As a consequence, and more
importantly even, it implies that the extent to which the classical RRM model imposes regret
minimization behaviour is likely to vary across attributes and differ between datasets.

3

Profundity of regret

Following up on the notion that the extent to which an estimated RRM model imposes regret
minimization behaviour is likely to vary across attributes and differ between datasets, this section

3.1
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introduces the notion of profundity of regret, and presents a formal measure for this concept.

The notion of profundity of regret

The notion of profundity of regret refers the extent to which RRM models impose regret
minimization behaviour. A strong profundity refers to the situation in which the behaviour

ng

imposed by an RRM model is strongly driven by the notion that losses loom larger that equivalent
gains, and as such strong semi-compensatory behaviour is imposed. A mild profundity of regret –
in contrast – refers to the situation in which the behaviour imposed by an RRM model is only
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mildly driven by the notion that losses loom larger that equivalent gains; thus only mild semi-
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compensatory behaviour is imposed.

Profundity of regret is determined by both the shape of the attribute level regret function (i.e. the
estimated size of the taste parameter) as well the realization of the data (i.e. the observed
distribution of attribute level differences). This is illustrated in Figure 3-1A&B, which shows two
plots. In both plots the red line depicts the same attribute level regret function, constructed using
β = 1. In addition to these attribute level regret functions, histograms of the attribute differences xj
– xi are shown5, which are based on two synthetic datasets and are used here purely for illustrative
purposes. The distribution of the attribute differences xj – xi is different in the two plots. To assess
the extent to which regret minimization behaviour is imposed (i.e. to measure the profundity of
regret) we need to combine the estimated attribute level regret function with the histogram of
attribute-differences observed in the data. In Figure 3-1A we see that for most of the attribute

5

Note that attribute differences are always symmetrically distributed in the data.
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differences the difference between the regret generated by a loss and the rejoice generated by an
equivalent gain is very modest. Only for a small portion of the attribute differences in the data
(small bars at the far left and far right of the histogram) losses loom substantially larger than
equivalent gains. Hence, on these ‘data’ the RRM model imposes only a relatively mild
profundity of regret. In Figure 3-1B instead, we see that for most attribute differences the
difference between the regret generated by a loss and the rejoice generated by an equivalent gain
is large. Therefore, on these data the RRM model imposes a relatively strong profundity of regret.
In sum, Figure 3-1 shows that in order to obtain valuable insights on the profundity of regret, one
has to combine the attribute level regret function with the distribution of the attribute differences
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that are observed in the data.

(A) Example of relatively mild profundity of regret

(B) Example of relatively strong profundity of regret

Figure 3-1A&B: Profundity of regret for two different synthetic datasets

3.2

A formal measure of profundity of regret

While the graphical approach adopted in subsection 3.1 helps to achieve an intuitive assessment
of the profundity of regret, it is however also labour-intensive. Moreover, it does not easily allow
for comparisons within and across models. Here we propose a formal measure of profundity of
regret which addresses these two issues: it provides the same insights on the imposed degree of
regret minimization behaviour implied by an estimated RRM model as are provided by the
graphical approach, but with computational ease and supporting comparisons within and between
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models. For ease of communication, we leave the derivation of the proposed measure to
Appendix A.
Let Am be the set of all non-zero attribute differences in the data with regard to attribute m, then
Eq. 3-1 gives a measure of profundity of regret for attribute m, where Am denotes the cardinality
of Am , ˆm denotes the estimated taste parameter associated with attribute m, and μ denotes the
scale of the error term ε (which equals one for the classical RRM model).

Eq. 3-1
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When all attribute differences xjmn – ximn are non-zero, and all choice sets contain the same
number of alternatives, denoted J, then Eq. 3-1 can be written as in Eq. 3-2, where N denotes the

ˆm
x x 
  jmn imn 
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Eq. 3-2
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total number of decision makers6.

In section 5.1 we apply this measure of profundity of regret side-by-side to the graphical
approach in the context of real empirical data to see its practical merits. However, before we do
so, we highlight how the measure of profundity of regret is a function of the size of the estimated
taste parameter and of the distribution and range of the attributes using a numerical example. See
the textbox below.

6

Given that we have one choice observation per decision maker.
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Suppose that x jmn and ximn are both independently discrete uniformly distributed7 between 0 and
b in 10 intervals, then Figure 3-2 plots the measure of profundity of regret αm as a function of the
attribute range b, and the taste parameter ˆm .
Based on Figure 3-2 a number of observations can be made. First, αm is monotonically increasing
with the absolute value of ˆm , and with b. Second, αm approaches zero when the attribute range b
approaches zero, and/or when the taste parameter ˆm approaches zero. Third, αm is symmetric. In
all, we can conclude that the properties of the proposed measure are fully in line with intuition.
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This indicates that this measure may provide meaningful insights on the profundity of regret.

Figure 3-2: Analysis of the proposed measure of the profundity of regret

7

This implies that the attribute differences are discrete uniform difference distributed (implying a triangular shaped pdf
with zero mean).
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4

The µRRM model and its special cases

In section 2.2 we have seen that the size of the taste parameter determines the shape of the
attribute level regret function, and as such co-determines the profundity of regret. Combining this
insight with the notion that in discrete choice models the size of the taste parameters is inversely
proportional to the scale parameter, indicates that in the classical RRM model the scale parameter
is relevant to behaviour, and hence can be identified jointly with the taste parameters. This, in
contrast to its linear-additive RUM counterpart in which the scale parameter is irrelevant to
behaviour (Train 2003), and hence cannot be identified jointly with the taste parameters. In light

The µRRM model
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of this theoretical observation, we propose the μRRM model.

The µRRM model generalizes the classical RRM model by allowing the variance of the error
term to be estimated, see Eq. 4-1. More precisely, in the µRRM model we estimate the scale





parameter µ, which is definitionally linked to the error variance: var   i    2 6   2 , and
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enters the choice model via the choice probability formula.

where  i ~ i.i.d . EV  0,  
Eq. 4-1
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e

e
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J

Note that we divide the taste parameters βm by the scale parameter. Whilst mathematically this
division is redundant, doing so facilitates interpretation of the sizes of the taste parameter
estimates. By dividing by the scale, the estimated taste parameters are adjusted for the scale of the
µRRM model. As a result, the taste parameter estimates can straightforwardly be compared
across µRRM models. Besides that, diving by βm also lays bare a deeper link between the logsum
form of the attribute level regret function and the scale parameter in the µRRM model. For
reasons of brevity, we discuss this link in Appendix B.
The size of the scale parameter is informative for the profundity of regret imposed by the µRRM
model. Estimating (or imposing) a relatively large scale parameter signals a relatively mild
13

profundity of regret; while, vice versa, estimating (or imposing) a relatively small scale parameter
signals a relatively strong profundity of regret. Thus, the size of the scale parameter in the µRRM
model is not in any way related to the degree of determinism of the predicted choice behaviour8.

4.2

Special cases of the µRRM model

The µRRM model has three special cases: 1) in the limiting case where µ is arbitrarily large, the
µRRM model exhibits linear-additive random utility maximization behaviour, 2) in the limiting
case where µ is arbitrarily close to zero, the µRRM model exhibits pure random regret
minimization behaviour, and 3) in case µ equals (or is insignificantly different from) one, the

4.2.1 Special case 1: µ is arbitrarily large
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discuss these special cases of the µRRM model in more detail.
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µRRM model collapses to the classical RRM model (Chorus 2010). The next three subsections

When the scale parameter is arbitrarily large, then  m  is very small. As a result, the attribute
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level regret functions are (almost) linear, and hardly yield differences between the regret
generated by a loss and the rejoice generated by an equivalent gain. Hence, the profundity of
regret approaches zero for all attributes. In appendix C we show that in the limit (i.e.    ) the
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µRRM model exhibits linear-additive random utility maximization behaviour. That is, in that
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situation the µRRM model yields exactly the same choice probabilities as the linear-additive
RUM model – despite being based on different premises on decision making9.
Furthermore, when the scale parameter is sufficiently large10, such that the predicted behaviour
model approaches RUM behaviour, a theoretical relation exists between the estimates of the
µRRM model and the estimates of the RUM model, see Eq. 4-2, where J denotes the cardinality
of the choice set. A formal prove of this relation is also given in Appendix C.

8

Note that while we estimate the scale parameter, we do not identify the underlying scale of regret. Conceptually there
is another scale parameter in the model which takes care of the normalization of the scale of regret, which cannot be
identified. For reasons of clarity of exposition, we have dropped this scale parameter (i.e. we normalized it to one).
9
Note that the RRM model is related to Regret theory, which was developed for the analysis of risky choices by
Loomes and Sugden (1982). In their paper they also noticed that in the special case that a decision maker has a linear
‘regret function’, regret theory yields the same predictions as expected utility theory
10
In our empirical data we find that this is typically the case for µ ≥ 5
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ˆmRUM  12 J ˆm RRM

Eq. 4-2

4.2.2 Special case 2: µ is arbitrarily small
When the scale parameter is arbitrarily small, then  m  is very large. As a result, the attribute
level regret functions yield very strong differences between the regret generated by a loss and the
rejoice generated by an equivalent gain. In the limit (i.e.   0 ), this model yields the strongest
difference between the regret generated by a loss and the rejoice generated by an equivalent gain
possible within the random regret modelling paradigm. The resulting profundity of regret equals
one for all attributes. We refer to the associated behaviour as pure random regret minimization
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behaviour.

From a practical point of view, it is informative to note that this limiting case of the µRRM model
can conveniently be rewritten into a linear-additive form, which we call the P-RRM model, see
Eq. 4-3. A prerequisite for the mathematical manipulation that transforms the limiting case of the
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µRRM model (   0 ) into the P-RRM model, is that the signs of the taste parameters are
known. In practice this prerequisite is not very restrictive as parameter signs11 (e.g. of travel times
and costs) are usually known before estimating the model. A formal derivation of the P-RRM

P  RRM
i

R
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model is provided in Appendix D.

  x

P  RRM
m im

m

P  RRM
im

where x

 max  0, x jm  xim  if  m  0
 j i

 min  0, x jm  xim  if  m  0
 j i
Eq. 4-3

P  RRM
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P  RRM
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11

Because the signs of the taste parameters need to be known a priori, it is acknowledged that t-values might be biased
for parameters that are not significantly different from zero.
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Besides that the P-RRM model features a distinct behavioural meaning, its linear-additive form
makes it also very attractive from a computational perspective12. As the x P  RRM matrix can be
computed prior to the estimation, runtimes of the P-RRM model are proportional with choice set
size, just like those of the RUM model. In contrast, runtimes of the classical RRM (and µRRM)
model are quadratic with choice set size (Guevara et al. in press). Therefore, in contrast with the
classical RRM model (and µRRM model), runtimes of P-RRM models remain manageable even
when the choice set size exceeds a couple of hundred alternatives – which is e.g. typically the
case in route and destination choice models.

r

4.2.3 Special case 3: µ is one
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When the scale parameter is estimated to be (insignificantly different from) one, then the classical
RRM model is obtained. However, it should be noted that in itself a scale parameter of size one
has no particular behavioural meaning. In fact, a scale parameter of one does not tell the analyst
much about the imposed behaviour other than that the shapes of the attribute level regret

4.3
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functions are somewhere in between Figure 2-2A and Figure 2-2D.

Differences and similarities between the role of the scale parameter in RRM
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and linear-additive RUM models
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Up until now we have focused on the scale parameter in RRM logit models. In this subsection,
we aim to align our research on the scale parameter in RRM logit models with the research done
on the scale parameter in the context of RUM logit models. Subsection 4.3.1 addresses
identification of the scale parameter. Subsection, 4.3.2 discusses pooling of datasets. Lastly,
subsection 4.3.3 elaborates briefly on separation between scale, taste and decision rule
heterogeneity.

4.3.1 Identification of the scale parameter
It is well-known that the scale parameter in linear-additive RUM models cannot be identified
(Ben-Akiva and Lerman 1985; Train 2003). The reason being that the scale parameter is perfectly

12

Also note that since the max and min operators are outside the log-likelihood estimator the log-likelihood function of

the P-RRM model is globally concave.
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confounded with taste parameters – implying that only the product of μ and β can be identified,
see Eq. 4-4. Therefore, to identify the choice model the analyst needs to normalize the error
variance. The choice of normalization is inessential in the sense that it does not affect the
imposed choice behaviour.

Pi 

e



e

  m xim
m



 m x jm

Eq. 4-4

m

j

The perfect confounding of μ and β is the direct result of the scale-invariance of the linear-
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additive utility function. Replacing the observed part of utility  m xim in Eq. 4-4 by any function
(utility or regret) which is not scale-invariant breaks the perfect confounding between μ and β.
This explains why the scale parameter can be identified in the µRRM model while it cannot be
identified in the P-RRM model.

ng

The fact that both special limiting cases of the µRRM model (linear-additive RUM and P-RRM)
are not scale-invariant has practical implications for the analyst who wishes to estimate µRRM
models. It implies that the scale parameter in the µRRM model can be identified unless the data
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are best described by either one of these two special limiting cases. It is intuitive to see why. For

W
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instance, suppose that the data generating process is best described by linear-additive RUM
behaviour, then – when trying to estimate the scale parameter – in the estimation the scale
parameter becomes very large while  m  becomes very small. Small values of  m  imply
that the attribute level regret functions obtain the scale-invariant shape shown in Figure 2-2D,
precluding joint identification of the scale parameter and the taste parameters.
In practice it is easy to deal with the possibility that the scale parameter may not be identifiable in
the context of a given dataset. Various software packages (such as Biogeme (Bierlaire 2003))
allow the analyst to specify lower and upper bounds for estimated parameters, allowing the
analyst to specify a sufficiently small, respectively large lower and upper bound. On the ten
empirical datasets we used for testing purposes, a lower, respectively upper bound for the scale
parameter of 0.01 and 5 was found to be suitable. In the case the scale parameter is estimated to
be at the lower bound, the choices in the data are best described by pure random regret
17

minimization behaviour; in case the scale parameter is estimated to be at the upper bound, the
choices in the data are best described by linear-additive random utility maximization behaviour.
When the software package does not allow specifying lower and upper bounds, to impose that

   0, M 

 

the analyst can use the logistic transformation     exp  

1  exp      , and



estimate  , where M denotes the maximum scale e.g. 5. Finding a large  indicates that µ
*

*

approaches M, and hence the data are best described by linear-additive RUM. Vice versa, finding
a large negative  indicates that µ approaches zero, implying that the data are best described by
*
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P-RRM.

4.3.2 Pooling datasets

When models are estimated on pooled datasets (typically RP data and SP data), the scale
parameter plays an important role. Since the amounts of unexplained variance is likely to differ
across datasets (e.g. Swait and Louviere 1993), a scaling parameter needs to be estimated to

ng

account for this difference (Ben-Akiva and Morikawa 1990; Ben-Akiva et al. 1994). To identify a
model based on pooled data the analyst typically normalizes the error variance in the RP dataset,

ki

i.e. the analyst fixes the scale parameter  RP to one, and estimates the scale of the SP dataset:
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 SP . See for discussion and applications within the RUM modelling framework e.g. Brownstone
et al. (2000), and in the context of pivoted SP data e.g. Train and Wilson (2008) and Van
Cranenburgh et al. (2014).

With regard to RRM models, estimation of P-RRM models on pooled datasets basically entails
the same approach as for the linear-additive RUM model. That is, the analyst normalizes the error
variance in the RP dataset by fixing  RP to one, and estimates  SP . However, for the classical
RRM and µRRM model pooling datasets is less straightforward. To account for differences in the
amounts of unexplained variance, also for these models the analyst needs to estimate the scale
parameter  SP (jointly with µ in the µRRM model). However, since the classical RRM and
µRRM models are not scale invariant, the imposed choice behaviour is not only determined by
the model parameters (i.e.  and  ), but also by the distribution of the attribute differences.
Therefore, the actual choice behaviour imposed in the RP and SP datasets can be different. This
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situation is especially likely to occur when the attribute ranges (e.g. for travel cost or travel time)
are very different in the RP and SP data. To acquire insights into the extent to which different
behaviour is imposed across the pooled datasets the researcher may compute measures of
profundity of regret for each of the two datasets separately. Finding relatively large differences in
profundity of regret between the datasets for an attribute signals different behaviour is imposed in
the two datasets with regard to that attribute. More research is needed to investigate how to best
address this situation.

4.3.3 Separation between scale, taste and decision rule heterogeneity
It is widely acknowledged that the scale parameter may vary across choice observations, and that
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ignoring this effect may lead to misleading interpretations of modelling results (Train and Weeks
2005; Meyer and Louviere 2008). In this context, in the literature various efforts have been made
to better understand such scale heterogeneity (e.g. Hess et al. 2012; Beck et al. 2013). In light of
these efforts, models have been proposed that explicitly aim to capture scale heterogeneity,
separating it from taste heterogeneity (Fiebig et al. 2010). However, despite that scale
heterogeneity is conceptually fundamentally different from taste heterogeneity, it has proven very

ng

difficult to econometrically disentangle the two. In fact, Hess and Rose (2012) show that many
attempts in the literature to disentangle scale heterogeneity from taste heterogeneity (in RUM
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models) have been misguided.
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Regarding RRM models, as in the P-RRM model the scale parameter does not affect the decision
rule, the econometric confounding between scale and taste heterogeneity is likely to manifest in a
similar way in this model as it does in the linear-additive RUM model. For the classical RRM and
µRRM model the interplay between the scale parameter and decision rule in these models adds
further complexity to the econometric confounding between scale and taste heterogeneity. In
these models a random taste parameter may capture taste heterogeneity, scale heterogeneity, as
well as decision rule heterogeneity. It goes without saying that more research is needed to
understand the complex interaction between scale, taste and decision rule heterogeneity in
classical and µRRM models.
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5

Empirical applications

In this section we illustrate the newly developed methodological insights using empirical data.
More specifically, we re-estimate and re-analyse ten datasets that have recently been used in the
literature to compare the empirical performance of the classical RRM model with its linearadditive RUM counterpart. For reasons of space limitations and to avoid repetition, we do not
discuss all ten datasets in full detail. Rather, we discuss the results of one dataset in full detail
(subsection 5.1), and present the results of the remaining datasets using overview tables
(subsection 5.2).

Shopping location choice data

r

5.1
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The data we discuss in full detail contain 1503 revealed preference shopping location choices
from consumers who went shopping with the aim to buy groceries (Arentze et al. 2005). These
data are analysed twice before in the RRM literature. In Chorus (2010) the data13 are used to
compare the empirical performance of classical RRM and linear-additive RUM; in Chorus et al.
(2013b) the data are used to test the concept of a hybrid RUM-RRM model. For reasons of space

ng

limitation, details about the data collection are omitted as much as possible; interested readers are
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5.1.1 Estimation results

ki

referred to Arentze et al. (2005).

Table 5-1 shows the estimation results. The columns show the model types; respectively RUM,
classical RRM, P-RRM, and µRRM. The rows show model performance indicators and estimates
for the three taste parameters: Floor space of grocery stores, Floor space of other types of stores,
and Travel time, as well as for the scale parameter μ of the µRRM model.

13

In Chorus 2010 only the first 1000 observations are used for estimation as the remaining observations served as a
hold out set. As we will not pursue out of sample predictions in this paper, we use all observations.
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In terms of model fit, we see that the P-RRM and µRRM models both improve model fit very
substantially. Log-likelihood is improved by over 22 LL points and 38 LL points as compared to
respectively RUM and classical RRM. Clearly, no statistical tests are needed to see that these
improvements are highly significant in light of the fact that only one additional degree of freedom
is sacrificed. To compare, the model fit difference between RUM and classical RRM is
(relatively) small: less than five LL points.

2

Parameters
Floor_space_Groceries
Floor_space_Other
Travel_Time
µ
a

Classical RRM
-2300.9
3

P-RRM
-2278.5
3

µRRM
-2262.6
4

0.047

0.049

0.058

0.065

r

ρ

RUM
-2305.2
3

Est
t-stat
Est
t-stat
Est
t-stat
Est
0.106 6.690 0.068 6.766 0.146 11.92 0.131
0.011 4.978 0.003 2.777 -0.001 -0.302 0.001
-0.045 -8.961 -0.016 -8.337 -0.010 -5.886 -0.012
0.139

pa
pe

Model
Final Log-likelihoog
Number of parameters

t -test for difference from one

t-stat
11.615
1.1825
-6.926
87.83 a

ng

Table 5-1: Estimation results shopping location data

To highlight how model fit of the µRRM model is a function of the scale parameter, we also

ki

estimated the ‘µRRM’ model using different pre-set values for the scale parameter. The blue line
in Figure 5-1 shows the log-likelihood of the µRRM model as a function of the imposed scale
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parameter. For completeness, we also depicted the log-likelihoods of RUM and P-RRM.
Based on Figure 5-1, a series of inferences can be made. First, the log-likelihood of the µRRM
model is smooth and has a well-defined unique minimum (w.r.t. µ). Second, in line with
theoretical expectations the log-likelihood of µRRM model approaches the log-likelihood of the
RUM model when the scale parameter becomes large, and approaches the log-likelihood of the PRRM model when the scale parameter becomes very small. Again, note that the difference in
model fit between the best fitting µRRM and the classical RRM model, is much larger than the
difference in fit between the classical RRM model and the linear-addition RUM model.
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Figure 5-1: Log-likelihood of the µRRM model as a function of the scale parameter

Now we turn to the parameter estimates. In Table 5-1 we see that the signs of the taste parameters

ki

estimates are persistent across models, except for the taste parameter associated with ‘Floor space
other’, which is not of much concern in light of the fact that this variable is insignificant under
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both the P-RRM and µRRM model specifications. Furthermore, we see that the taste parameter
estimates are relatively similar in terms of magnitude across the models. However, this is not to
say that the choice behaviour predicted by the models is similar too. As indicated by the relatively
large differences in model fit, the difference in predicted choice behaviour of the different models
is likely to be considerable. In fact, the relatively similarity of the taste parameters is rather the
result of the careful normalization, i.e. the division by the scale parameter. Finally, the scale
parameter in the µRRM model is found to be relatively small. This signals that the data are best
described by a relatively strong profundity of regret. The large associated t-value indicates that
the scale is highly significantly different from both zero14 and one.

14

The t-statistic for difference from zero is 14.14
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5.1.2 Ex post analysis of profundity of regret
To learn about the degree of regret minimizing behaviour imposed by the classical RRM and
µRRM model, Figure 5-2 shows histograms of the attribute differences as these occurred in the
data as well as the estimated attribute level regret functions implied by the estimated classical
RRM and µRRM model. In all plots, the x-axis ranges are set such that they exactly match the
minimum and maximum values of the attribute differences found in the data. In addition to this
graphical approach, we also computed the measures of profundity of regret using Eq. 3-1. These
are reported above each plot. This dual approach enables us to highlight the validity and added
value of the presented measure of profundity of regret.

r

Looking at the attribute level regret functions of the classical RRM model we see that for all three
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attributes the shapes of the attribute level regret functions are such that only very modest
differences between the regret generated by a loss and the rejoice generated by an equivalent gain
are imposed. The shapes of these attribute level regret functions are markedly different from
those reported in the literature to illustrate the concept of the classical RRM model (see for
instance Hensher et al. 2011; Chorus 2012c; Thiene et al. 2012). The attribute level regret

ng

function for ‘Floor space other’ is even almost linear, and as such imposes virtually no difference
between the regret generated by a loss and the rejoice generated by an equivalent gain.
Combining the attribute level regret function with the histograms of the attribute differences, the
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following observation can be made: the extent to which the classical RRM model imposes regret
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minimization behaviour is very limited in the context of these data. Having this insight, it comes
as no surprise that the model fit difference between classical RRM and RUM is small. Looking at
the measures of profundity of regret, we see that the very modest differences between the regret
generated by a loss and the rejoice generated by an equivalent gain imposed by the classical RRM
model also echo through in the measure of profundity of regret. For ‘Floor space groceries’ and
Travel time we find an α of 0.06. In line with expectations, for ‘Floor space other’ we even find a
smaller value: α = 0.02.
Now we turn to the attribute level regret functions of the µRRM model. We see that the attribute
level regret functions yield (much) stronger differences between the regret generated by a loss
and the rejoice generated by an equivalent gain, than was the case for the classical RRM model.
Given that the scale parameter is estimated to be substantially smaller than one (µ = 0.139) this is
in line with expectations. Furthermore, these stronger differences are also picked up by the
measures of profundity of regret. The profundity of regret for ‘Floor space groceries’ increases
23

from 0.06 to 0.50. At first sight, given the shape of the attribute level regret function for ‘Floor
space groceries’ finding α equals 0.50 may seem suspiciously low. However, considering that
most of the attribute differences are quite small (see histogram) this actually makes sense. From
a behavioural point of view, these relatively strong profundities of regret indicate that decision
makers process floor space for groceries and, to a lesser extent, travel time in a strong semicompensatory fashion.
Model
Histograms of attribute differences
Log-Likelihood

µRRM
-2262.6
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r

Floor
Space
Groceries

Classical RRM
-2300.9
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Travel
Time
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ng

Floor
Space
Other

Figure 5-2: Analysis of profundity of regret

In sum, the above empirical application of the μRRM model and of the proposed measure of
profundity of regret demonstrate that: 1) by allowing for variation in scale the μRRM model may
yield very substantial model fit improvements; and 2) the proposed measure of profundity of
regret accurately reflects the degree of regret minimizing behaviour implied by an estimated
classical and µRRM model.
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5.2

Overview of empirical results

5.2.1 Estimation results
Table 5-2 shows the estimation results of the ten re-analysed datasets. For all ten datasets we
estimated a linear-additive RUM model, 2) a classical RRM model, 3) a P-RRM model, and 4) a
µRRM model. The first column shows the identifier of the dataset. We henceforth use this
identifier to refer to this dataset. The second column shows the references in which the dataset is
presented. Columns 3 to 6 present the model fits (in terms of final log-likelihoods) of the
associated models. For the µRRM model Table 5-2 also reports the scale parameter as well as
whether it was possible to identify the scale parameter simultaneously with the taste parameters.

ID Reference

Model fits

RUM

Classical RRM
-405

-2305

-2301

3 Chorus De Jong 2011

-795

-794

4 Chorus et al. 2011

-240

2 Chorus et al. 2010

5A Chorus 2012

-380

-1272

µ

-380 < 0.01

Choice context

Identifiable
NO

Parking lots

-2278

-2263

0.14

YES

Shopping dest

-792

-792

0.02

YES

Departure times

-239

-244

-239

1.01

YES

Policies

-1094

-1111

-1092

4.51

YES

Routes

-1300

-1272

>5

NO

Routes

-1278
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5B Chorus 2012

-1092

µRRM
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-406

P-RRM
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1 Chorus 2010
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The far right column shows the choice context.

6 Chorus et al. 2013a

-4193

-4194

-4241

-4193

>5

NO

Car types

7 Chorus et al. 2013b

-4024

-4038

-4116

-4024

>5

NO

Routes

8 Chorus Bierlaire 2013

-2613

-2605

-2617

-2605

0.94

YES

Routes

9 Chorus Rose 2013

-3688

-3648

-3609

-3591

0.15

YES

Dating

Table 5-2: Model fits of RUM, Classical RRM, P-RRM, and µRRM15

Based on Table 5-2 a number of observations can be made. First, in line with theoretical
expectations formulated in the previous section, the scale parameter appears to be identifiable
together with the taste parameters, unless the best fitting model is either RUM or P-RRM. In six
15

For dataset 9 we used only observations of respondents that did not choose the opt-out alternative. In this data the

opt-out was formulated as a “none of these” alternative. As discussed by Hess et al. 2014, the RRM model is not
particularly suitable to model this type of opt-out alternative.
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out of the ten datasets (2, 3, 4, 5A, 8, and 9) the µRRM model does not collapse to either of its
special limiting cases. Second, in four datasets (2, 3, 5A and 9) the scale parameter is not only
identifiable, but also substantially (and significantly) different from one. This implies that in these
cases the µRRM model is also different from the classical RRM model in terms of the implied
choice behaviour predictions. For datasets 2 and 9 the µRRM model outperforms the best of all
other considered models by respectively 38 and 57 log-likelihood points. Third, in two datasets (1
and 3) the scale parameter is found to be very close to zero. In line with theoretical expectations,
we see that for these datasets the model fits of the µRRM and P-RRM model are equal.
Furthermore, as compared to RUM and classical RRM, model fit is improved by respectively
24.5 and 2.5 log-likelihood points. Fourth, the model fit differences between the two cornerstone
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models (RUM and P-RRM) are generally large. This suggests that the RUM and P-RRM model
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predict quite different behaviour. Needless to say, differences in model fit between these two
cornerstone models can be both positive and negative, depending on the dataset. In four datasets
(1, 2, 3 and 9) P-RRM outperforms RUM; in the remaining six datasets RUM outperforms PRRM. Fifth, in contrast to the model fit differences between RUM and P-RRM, the model fit
differences between RUM and classical RRM are generally small, which is in line with what has
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been noticed before in the literature (Chorus et al. 2014). This suggests that on most of these
datasets, classical RRM and RUM are in terms of predicted behaviour relatively close to one
another. Moreover, this result suggests that the classical RRM model is much closer in terms of
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predicted behaviour to the RUM model, than to the P-RRM model.

5.2.2 Profundity of regret

Table 5-3 shows the profundity of regret of taste parameters for classical RRM models (left), and
for µRRM models (right) (in cases where the scale parameter could be identified).   m refers to
the mth taste parameter as listed in the reference article (column 2). Furthermore, it should be
noted upfront that there is no such thing as profundity of regret for dummy variables and
alternative-specific constants (ASCs): due to their binary nature, RUM and RRM treatment of
these variables are mathematically equivalent, apart from a non-linear transformation which has
no impact on model fit (see Chorus 2012a; Hess et al. 2014). Accordingly, Table 5-3 depicts “-“
for dummy variables and ASCs.
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ID Reference

Profundity of regret
αβ1

αβ2

αβ3

1 Chorus 2010

0.04

-

-

2 Chorus et al. 2010

0.06

0.02

0.06

-

-

0.03

0.08

0.01

0.17

0.38

0.37

0.19

0.19

5A Chorus 2012

0.40

0.23

0.11

0.29

5B Chorus 2012

0.43

0.21

0.14

0.22

6 Chorus et al. 2013a

0.04

0.11

0.17

0.19

0.05

0.09

7 Chorus et al. 2013b

-

0.16

0.25

0.04

0.12

0.24

8 Chorus Bierlaire 2013

0.43

0.18

0.14

0.26

9 Chorus Rose 2013

0.16

-

-

0.29

4 Chorus et al. 2011

αβ8 - αβ14

0.73

αβ1

αβ2

αβ3

< 0.01

1

-

-

0.05

0.32

-

0.76

0.86

0.29

1.01 0.17

0.38

0.37

0.19

0.19

4.51 0.10

0.05

0.02

0.07

0.14 0.50

0.26

0.05

0.04

0.08

0.02

-

0.10

µRRM
αβ4
αβ5

µ

-

αβ6

αβ7

0.74

0.88

0

αβ8 - αβ14

1

>5

0

0

0

0

>5

0

0

0

0

0

0

>5

-

0

0

0

0

0

0.94 0.45

0.19

0.15

0.27

0.15 0.75

-

-

0.94

0.90

0.55

-
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3 Chorus De Jong 2011

αβ7

r

Classical RRM
αβ4
αβ5
αβ6

Table 5-3: Profundity of regret

The results for the classical RRM model (left) show that for most attributes the profundity of
regret is relatively low: on average 0.18. This implies that in many cases, the classical RRM
model typically imposes only mild differences between the regret generated by a loss and the
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rejoice generated by an equivalent gain. Again, this insight helps explain why the differences in
model fit between the classical RRM and the linear-additive RUM model which have been
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reported in the literature are generally found to be relatively small (e.g. Chorus et al. 2014).
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Looking at the results for the µRRM model (right), we see that when the scale parameter could be
identified, the profundity of regret is for most datasets equal to, or larger, than for the classical
RRM model – in some cases substantially so. On average we find a profundity of regret of 0.29
(including the zeroes and ones associated limiting cases of the µRRM model). In all, these results
suggest that decision makers often exhibit relatively strong semi-compensatory behaviour.

6

Conclusions and future research

This paper puts forward new methodological and empirical insights concerning RRM models. We
show that the attribute level regret function which is in the core of the classical RRM model is not
scale-invariant, and discuss two important implications of this finding for classical RRM models:
1) the extent to which the classical RRM model imposes regret minimizing behaviour depends on
the estimated taste parameters in combination with the distribution of attribute differences in the
27

data, and 2) in the classical RRM model the scale parameter is highly consequential for the
modelled choice behaviour. Motivated by these observations, this paper has proposed the notion
of profundity of regret, presented a formal measure for this concept, and proposed two new
family members of RRM models: the µRRM model and the P-RRM model. The µRRM model
generalizes the classical RRM model: it accommodates for a varying degree of regret minimizing
behaviour by exploiting the fact that the attribute level regret function is not scale-invariant. The
P-RRM model is a special case of the µRRM model, and features a cornerstone behavioural
meaning: it postulates the strongest regret minimization behaviour possible within the random
regret modelling paradigm.
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As an aside, by showing that RRM and linear-additive RUM models are connected via the scale
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parameter this paper has highlighted a previously unnoticed connection (see also Chorus 2014 for
another connection). A µRRM model with an arbitrarily large scale parameter yields a linear
attribute level regret function. The resulting model exhibits linear-additive RUM behaviour, i.e. it
predicts the same choice probabilities as does the linear-additive RUM model.
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Our empirical analyses illustrate these methodological advances, and shed new lights on results
reported in previous RRM studies. Almost without exception, previous studies that contrast the
empirical performance of the classical RRM model with its linear-additive RUM counterpart find
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relatively small model fit differences. This is in a sense remarkable given the quite different
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premises underlying the two models. With the insights developed in this paper, these results
however come as no surprise. Re-analyses of 10 empirical datasets reveal that the classical RRM
model typically imposes only mild regret minimizing behaviour. This is the result of the typically
almost linear attribute level regret functions imposed by the classical RRM model. Furthermore,
on four out of ten datasets the proposed μRRM model improves model fit very substantially as
compared to RUM and classical RRM.
The findings of this paper provide ample scope for future research. Given the space limitations,
we address a few particularly important ones. One interesting direction for further research is to
explore whether specific attributes (e.g. travel time, or cost) are relatively more often associated
with strong profundity of regret (hence strong semi-compensatory behaviour) than others. To
explore this, it would be interesting to specify µRRM models with attribute-specific scale
parameters rather than with one generic scale parameter (see Appendix B). Another interesting
direction is to explore latent class models that assign decision makers to RUM, P-RRM, and one
28

or potentially more µRRM model classes in a probabilistic fashion, akin to the approach taken by
Hess and Stathopoulos (2013). Lastly, given the cornerstone behavioural meaning of the P-RRM
model, future research may focus on exploring the theoretical properties of this model. The
results presented in this paper can be considered a starting point for such more elaborate research
efforts.
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Appendix A: Derivation of a measure of profundity of regret
This appendix derives a measure of profundity of regret. We derive this measure geometrically.
To do so, we start with the derivative (with respect to x jm  xim ) of the attribute level regret
function: rm 

ˆ x
ˆm e 
m

1 e

jm  xim



ˆm  x jm  xim 

. This function is S-shaped, and bounded by zero and ˆm . Figure A-

1 depicts this function together with the attribute level regret function for ˆm  1 .
In the lower plot of Figure A-1 dijmn indicates the distance between rm and the line

1

2

 m . This

distance is a measure for the extent to which the attribute level regret function yields a difference
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between the regret generated by a loss and the rejoice generated by an equivalent gain for binary
comparison x jmn  ximn . To see this, note that when dijmn approaches

1

2

 m the attribute level

regret function is evaluated in one of its linear tails, and hence yields a strong difference between
the regret generated by a loss and the rejoice generated by an equivalent gain; while when dijmn
approaches zero the attribute level regret function is evaluated in the linear part near the origin,
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generated by an equivalent gain.
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and hence yields a mild difference between the regret generated by a loss and the rejoice
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Figure A-1: A measure of profundity of regret

To be useful as a measure for the profundity of regret dijmn needs to be normalized. Without
normalization the dijmn ranges between 0 and
by

1

2

1

2

ˆm . Hence, dijmn can be normalized by dividing

ˆm . Accordingly, Eq. A-1 shows a normalized measure of profundity of regret for the

binary comparison x jmn  ximn . After some mathematical manipulation, Eq. A-2 is obtained.

 ijmn 

dijmn
1 ˆ
2

where dijmn  r   x jmn  ximn   1 2 ˆm

m
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Eq. A-1

 ijmn 

e
e

ˆm  x jmn  ximn 
ˆm  x jmn  ximn 

1

Eq. A-2

1

Lastly, in order to obtain an overall measure we compute the mean of  ijmn across the binary
comparisons generated by the in the RRM model. Binary comparisons for which the attribute
difference is zero (if any) are however excluded. After all, zero differences do not reveal anything
about the extent to which the attribute level regret function yields a difference between the regret
generated by a loss and the rejoice generated by an equivalent gain. Excluding these zeroes

r

results in a measure that more accurately reflects the profundity of regret.

pa
pe

Accordingly, let Am be the set of all non-zero attribute differences for attribute m, then Eq. A-3
gives the measure of profundity of regret for attribute m.

Am   x jmn  ximn | x jmn  ximn  0

Eq. A-3

ng

 e ˆm  x jmn  ximn   1 
1

 
m 
Am Am  e ˆm  x jmn  ximn   1 



Furthermore, this measure can easily be generalized to accommodate for µRRM models: simply

ki

by replacing the ˆm by ˆm ˆ . Lastly, note that when no zero attribute differences are present in

W
or

the data, and all choice sets contain the same number of alternatives, denoted J, then Eq. A-3 can
be written as in Eq. A-4, where N denotes the total number of decision makers16.

m 

16

ˆm
x x 
ˆ  jmn imn 

1
1
e
1

ˆm
N J   J  1 n i j i ˆ  x jmn  ximn 
e
1

Given that we have one choice observation per decision maker.
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Eq. A-4

Appendix B: Relation between logsum form of the attribute level regret
function and the scale parameter in the µRRM model
By showing a deeper connection between the logsum form of the attribute level regret function
and the scale parameter in the µRRM model, this appendix provides a theoretical support for the
multiplication of the coefficient βm by the inverse of the scale μ in Eq. 4-1.
The attribute level regret function of the classical RRM model (Chorus 2010) is derived by





adding two error terms  m , m to the piecewise linear function rm  max 0,  m  x jm  xim  , and
1

2

r

subsequently taking the expected value, as depicted17 in Eq. B-1.





rm  E max 0  m1 , m   x jm  xim   m2 



pa
pe

Eq. B-1

Assuming that the error terms  m , m are i.i.d. type I Extreme Value with scale m , the attribute
1

2

level regret function, with regard to attribute m, and alternative i (with respect to j) takes the

ng

following form18 Eq. B-2.









1

m





W
or

m

ki

rm  E  max 0  v1m ,  m  x jm  xim   vm2 
where  m1 , m2 ~ i.i.d . EV  0, m 


1

 ln exp m  0   exp m   m  x jmn  ximn  





ln 1  exp m   m  x jmn  ximn 



Eq. B-2

m



Chorus (2010) implicitly assumes m  1  m . Under this assumption, the attribute level regret







function takes its well-known form: rm  ln 1  exp  m  x jmn  ximn  .

Using the attribute level regret function in Eq. B-2, the random regret of alternative i is given by
Eq. B-3, where  i is assumed to be i.i.d. type I Extreme Value distributed with scale µ.

17

Subscript n denoting the decision maker is dropped for legibility

18

Note that the constant


m

is irrelevant in the choice model, and therefore can be ignored (see Ben-Akiva&Lerman,

1985, pp. 105).
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RRi  
j i m

1

m







where  i ~ i.i.d . EV  0,   Eq. B-3

ln 1  exp m  x jmn  ximn    i

Accordingly, assuming that decision maker minimize regret, the probability of choosing
alternative i is given by Eq. B-4.

Pi 

e

  RRi

e



e 

 RRl



e

lCn






j l m



ln 1 exp m  m  x jm  xim 

j  i m m






ln 1 exp m  m  x jm  xlm 
m





Eq. B-4

r

lCn

one element of the set

pa
pe

Not all parameters in Eq. B-4 can jointly be identified. For the model to be identifiable, at least

  , 1 ,, m , , M 

needs to be normalized. Fixing µ = 1 (i.e.

normalizing the scale of ε), and setting all m   , yields Eq. B-5.





ng

Pi 

e

1
   ln 1 exp  m  x jm  xim 
j i m 

e







1
   ln 1 exp  m  x jm  xlm 
j l m 



Eq. B-5
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lCn

Under this setting and with parameterization   1  , the model to be estimated becomes equal
to Eq. 4-1. Therefore, estimating the scale parameter µ in the µRRM is mathematically the
equivalent to estimating the inverse of the scale of the Extreme Value variates  used to smooth





the function rm  max 0,  m  x jm  xim  . See also Bliemer et al. (2014), who – albeit coming
from a different conceptual direction – arrive at a similar conclusion regarding how the shape of
the smoothing function in RRM models can be manipulated.
Lastly, from this perspective it can be seen that also attribute-specific scale parameters μm or
attribute-specific smoothing scale parameters ϕm can be estimated (instead of generic ones). By
accommodating for attribute-specific scale μm parameters (or smoothing parameters), the µRRM
model also has the hybrid RUM-RRM model as a special case (Chorus et al. 2013b). In this
special case the scale parameters μm associated with RRM attributes are estimated to be
34

insignificantly different from one, and the scale parameters μm associated with RUM attributes are
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estimated to be arbitrarily large.
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Appendix C: Relation between µRRM and linear-additive RUM

Theorem: when µ goes to infinity the µRRM model predicts the same choice behaviour as the
linear-additive RUM model does
lim  

lim   Ri RRM

lim Pi  RRM 

 

e  

lim   R j RRM

 e
j

e



 

e



m j i

lim  

 



 m

 ln 1 exp


x x  
  jm im   
 m

 ln 1 exp
m j l



x x  
  jm lm   

l
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pe

r




Using the first-order Maclaurin series expansion of ln  1  exp  m  x jm  xim    yields
 


1



lim  Ri RRM  lim    ln  2   2 m  x jm  xim  
 
 

j i m 




ng

Constants are irrelevant to behaviour
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1
1

 



lim  Ri RRM  lim     2 m x jm     2 m xim  
 j i m 

 
 
  j i m 




 

lim  Ri RRM    12  m x jm  12  m xim    J  1  12  m xim 
m
 J m
 


 

lim  Ri RRM   12  m x jm  J  12  m xim

 

Note that

J


J

m

1
2

m

 m x jm is constant for all i, and therefore irrelevant to behaviour 

m

lim  Ri RRM   12 J   m xim

 

m
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Substitution of lim μRiRRM in the logit formula yields :
μ 

lim Pi

 

RRM



e

1
2

J

e

  m xim
m

1
2

J

  m x jm
m

j

, which is a linear - additive RUM model specification.
Q.E.D.

Corollary, when the scale parameter in the µRRM model is sufficiently large, such that the
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r

predicted behaviour model approaches RUM behaviour, a theoretical relation exists between the

W
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ng

RUM
 12 J ˆm RRM
estimates of the µRRM model and the estimates of the RUM model: ˆm
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Appendix D: Derivation of the P-RRM model
By definition:

RiP  RRM  lim Ri RRM
 0

Pi

P  RRM



e


lim  

lim   Ri RRM

 0

e

lim   R j RRM

e



 0

 0

e

j



m j i

lim  

 0



 m

 ln 1 exp

x x  
  jm im   
 m



 ln 1 exp
m j l

Eq. C-1


x x  
  jm lm   

l

r

Noting that

Eq. C-2

ng
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0
if m  x jm  xim   0




 
lim  ln 1  exp  m  x jm  xim     
 0
 
     x  x  if  m  x  x   0

 m  jm im 
  jm im 

, we may rewrite Eq. C-1 using a max operator:

Eq. C-3

j i

m

W
or

 0

ki

lim RiRRM   max 0,  m xim  xim 

At first sight the max operator may seem undesirable from a computational perspective.
However, when the signs of the taste parameters are a priori known, then  m can be placed
outside the max operator, see Eq. C-4, where  m denotes positive taste parameters, and  m
denotes negative taste parameters







lim RiRRM    m  max 0, x jm  xim     m  min 0, x jm  xim
 0

m

j i

m
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j i



Eq. C-4

Conveniently, the terms

 max  0,  x
j i

jm

 xim 



and

 min  0,  x
j i

jm



 xim  now simply

constitutes data operations which can be evaluated prior to the estimation. The resulting
functional form, given in Eq. C-5, is linear-additive. We call this model the P-RRM model.

RiP  RRM    m ximP  RRM

where ximP  RRM

m

 max  0, x jm  xim  if  m  0
 j i

 min  0, x jm  xim  if  m  0
 j i

P  RRM

Pi

P  RRM



e  Ri

e

Eq. C-5

 R Pj  RRM

References from tables and footnotes
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(Chorus and de Jong 2011; Chorus 2012b; Chorus and Bierlaire 2013; Chorus et al. 2013a;
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Chorus et al. 2013b)
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